


Smartial Arts – When We use Brain in Martial art
- An Accomplished  Martial Art

Terrorism and the Art of Game By Avi Nardia

“ You’ve got to be cruel to be kind”   -  Terror
Mean – Fear 
Fear Cut deeper than any sword – That's the

weapon of Terror 
"Everyone wants to be a Hero until it's time to

be a Hero..."
"My greatest fear is dying unaccomplished,"

because there is so much remaining to do and
such little time to do it with the incredibly hectic
lifestyle I have created.My teacher: Hanshi
McCarthy Patrick. This sentence has run around
my mind for years. At some point later in life I’d
found Plato's words: "A hero is born among a hun-
dred, a wise man is found among a thousand, but
an accomplished one might not be found even
among a hundred thousand men."





We say ‘after the war, the bar is loaded with heroes’ we see it on
FaceBook, how everyone's a weekend hero BUT as martial artists we want
to be accomplished.

Today we live in a world that claims to be ‘reality’, like a reality show, rea-
lity TV, reality Martial Arts and it seems that we are succumbing to the big
illusion of inferior people playing with illusional lives. each instructor try
make videos as he is the most devestating and fear killer cool instructor
but forget that when we tecah martial arts we must teach compassion First
.

When we see the terror today its seem as Hollywood movies “
September 11 “ and now each group want make much Mega terror inci-
dent to impress and win the crown of Best terrorist- thats why we call last
workshop“ From Hollywood to Holly Land to Any Land “Now its not in Only
part of world now terrorist is Virus that hit every place .Today, world-wide
we all pay a big price for this game as we all face radical groups. The com-
petition is for the title of who is more evil and brutal. Al Qaida look like a
Disney fantasy compared to the newest evil groups.

In an Israeli Army base there was once a sign that said: “My destiny is
to live by the sword, for it is better in my hand than on my neck.”

To fight back is the only way to deny evil.
“You’ve got to be cruel to be kind.” In Israel we say “Who is merciful to

the cruel would be cruel to the merciful.”
Anthony Poshepne was a CIA legend (seen later in the movies) during

the Vietnam war. When the CIA Station Chief questioned his body counts,
he told the partisans to cut off the ears of the dead enemies, which he kept
in a plastic bag. When Poshepne considered that he had enough ears, he
forwarded them to the Embassy in Vientiane.

Poshepne gained the respect of the Hmong forces with practices that
were considered barbaric by agency standards. He paid Hmong fighters to
bring him the ears of dead enemy soldiers, and on at least one occasion
mailed a bag of ears to the U.S. Embassy in Vientiane to verify his body
counts. He dropped severed heads onto enemy locations twice in a grisly
form of psy-ops. By the way, he stopped sending ears to the CIA when he
saw locals cut off their own kids ears because he would pay for ears and
they needed the money to survive. That demonstrates the first law of
human survival: first take care of yourself.

On November 19, 1935, the British ship HMS Lord Rodney, a hijacked
European ship, arrived carrying 500 Māori cannibals armed with guns,
clubs and axes. They proceeded to enslave some Moriori and kill and can-
nibalize others. A hui or council of Moriori elders was convened at the set-
tlement called Te Awapatiki. Despite knowing of the Māori predilection for
killing and eating the conquered, and despite the admonition by some of
the elder chiefs that the principle of Nunuku was not appropriate now, two
chiefs — Tapata and Torea — declared that "the law of Nunuku was not a
strategy for survival, to be varied as conditions changed; it was a moral
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imperative." A Moriori survivor recalled: "[The Maori] commenced to kill us
like sheep.... [We] were terrified, fled to the bush, concealed ourselves in
holes underground, and in any place to escape our enemies. It was of no
avail; we were discovered and killed - men, women and children indiscrimi-
nately." A Māori conqueror explained, "We took possession... in accordance
with our customs and we caught all the people. Not one escaped....." The
invaders ritually killed some 10% of the population, a ritual that included sta-
king out women and children on the beach and leaving them to die in great
pain over several days. The Māori invaders forbade the speaking of the
Moriori language. They forced Moriori to desecrate their sacred sites by uri-
nating and defecating on them.

After the invasion, Moriori were forbidden to marry Moriori, or to have chil-
dren with each other. They became slaves of the Ngati Tama and Ngati
Mutunga invaders. Many Moriori women had children by their Māori masters.
We see again in history that being a vegetarian and human keeping high
morals is great, but sometimes against our basic survival instinct we need to
fight cannibals with no ethics or morals or any code, otherwise we can beco-
me slaves to the barbarians that rape and murder us and later serve us up
as food. 

This brings me to the first human instinct, the survival instinct, that many
have forgotten.

France’s terror attack, like the USA’s September 11th attack reminds us of
the first rule: if we plan fight back - we have to be cruel to be kind. The art of
war is not to grow flowers and shleter the rest of us from seeing man’s dark
sides, the evil we want w to forget and ignore but that we can’t. We’ve alre-
ady found the enemy and decided to play the game called "burn the boat”:
The point of no return, which is the point beyond which one must continue
on one's current course of action because turning back is physically impos-
sible, prohibitively expensive, or dangerous.

When Hernán Cortés and 600 men arrived in Mexico in 1519, after a long
and treacherous voyage across the Atlantic, he gave a rather interesting
order. Burn the boats. The Spanish conquistador’s order was given prior to
his stunning mission of battling, defeating and plundering the riches of the
entire Aztec Empire - to prevent any return.

Terror today plays the same game as burn boat: there is no return point.
The game of ‘chicken’ is a game in which two drivers drive towards each
other on a collision course and one must swerve, or both may die in the
crash, but if one driver swerves and the other does not, the one who swer-
ved will be called a ‘chicken,’ meaning a coward to his peers. Now his peers
must decide his fate , his status.

In France we say Vaut mieux prévenir que guérir - "It is better to prevent
than to heal," But this already late to prevant 

BUT world wide we can see as - Tous pour un, un pour tous. 
"All for one, one for all" (from Les Trois Mousquetaires [The Three

Musketeers] by Alexandre Dumas) 
- LETS WIN on TERROR as ONE 
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